SCMR Migration Research Seminars Spring Term 2013
Global Resource Centre 15:30-17:00 (unless stated) – ALL WELCOME

February 13th – Dr James Hampshire (SCMR) – The strange case of British Emigration

February 20th – Prof Pieter Bevelander (Director of Malmö Institute for Studies of Migration, Diversity and Welfare (MIM)) – The labour market integration of refugees and ‘family reunion’ immigrants: A comparison of outcomes in Canada and Sweden

February 27th – Prof Alice Bloch (City University) – Living as an irregular migrant

March 6th – Dr Laura Hammond (SOAS) – Remittances to rural and urban Somali: how the recipients spend and distribute the money

March 11th – MIGRATION, VISUAL PRACTICE AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: A CONVERSATION BETWEEN ACADEMICS AND ARTISTS 4.30pm Global Studies Resource Centre - (note this is an event, not a research seminar) with Claire Dwyer, Liz Hingley, JoAnn McGregor, Edwin Mingard and Ben Rogaly

March 20th – Dr Hannah Lewis (University of Leeds) – In/visibility in coercion and resistance: forced labour processes among refugees in the UK

March 27th – Prof Tony Fielding (SCMR) – The ‘new immigration model’: borrowed from Southern Europe, applied to East Asia

April 10th – Prof Marco Martiniello (Centre d’Etudes de l’Ethnicité et des Migrations CEDEM, Liège) – Rap, race & class in post-industrial super-diverse cities: the Liège case

April 17th - Migration Research Symposium 1.30pm - 5pm - 1st year doctoral students

April 19th – SCMR/SEI day workshop on ‘Migration and Citizenship in Europe’ (venue tbc probably Bramber House; full details to follow). Confirmed keynotes speakers/topics:

Prof Ruud Koopmans (WZB, Berlin): Multiculturalism, citizenship and integration in European countries

Prof Thomas Faist (University of Bielefeld) – Transnationalism and Europe

Prof Adrian Favel (Sciences Po, Paris): Intra-EU migration and citizenship

Prof Eva Østergaard-Nielsen (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona): Extra-EU and citizenship: how parties from emigrant countries mobilize voters and representation

Lord Hannay of Chiswick (House of Lords European Union Select Committee): Britain, Europe and Immigration